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List of Acronyms
Abbreviation / acronym

Description

ASC

Autism Spectrum Case

CGDLC

Career Guidance Distance Learning Case

CLS

Cloud-based Learner’s Space

DSS

Decision Support System

EE

Experience Engine

ES

Experiencing Service

ITC

Industrial Training Case

GUI

Graphical User Interface

IPA

Interaction with Platform Agent

LA

Learning Action

LM

Learning Material

LMC

Learning Material Controller

LRS

Learning Record Stores

MEC

Mainstream Education Case

PA

Platform Agent

PMLDC

Profound and Multiple Learning Disabilities Case

SC

Sensorial Component

TB

TurtleBot robot

SC

Sensorial Component

xAPI

Experience API
Table 1: Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
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Project Description
MATHISIS is a 36 month duration project co-funded by the European Commission Horizon 2020
Programme (H2020-ICT-2015) under Grant Agreement No. 687772. It started on 1st January 2016.
One of the core objectives of MaTHiSiS project is to enhance learning environments and make use of
computing devices in learning in a more interactive way, which will provide a product-system to be
used in formal, non-formal and informal education. An ecosystem for assisting
learners/tutors/caregivers for both regular learners and learners with special needs will be
introduced and validated in 5 use cases: Autism Spectrum Case (ASC), Profound and Multiple
Learning Disabilities Case (PMLDC), Mainstream Education Case (MEC), Industrial Training Case (ITC)
and Career Guidance Distance Learning Case (CGDLC).
MaTHiSiS product-system consists of an integrated platform, along with a set of re-usable learning
components (educational material, digital educational artefacts, etc.), which will respond to the
needs of a future educational framework, and provide capabilities for: i) adaptive learning, ii)
automatic feedback, iii) automatic assessment of learner’s progress and behavioural state, iv)
affective learning and v) game-based learning.
Within MaTHiSiS, an innovative structural tool of learning graphs is going to be introduced to guide
the learner through the process of learning in the given scenario. To reach a learning objective,
learner will have to “follow the path” of the learning graphs, built up on Smart Learning Atoms, which
are certain learning elements that carry defined learning materials.
To ensure barrier free integration in the market, MaTHiSiS makes use of a range of interaction
devices, such as specialized robots, mobile devices and interactive whiteboards. The consortium
ensures easy-to-use solution with e.g. specialized graphical editor-like tool, allowing to easily create
educational materials as well as the reusability within both mainstream education and vocational
training setups.
Objectives of the project
A Cloud-based Learner’s Space (CLS) will be developed to provide a system for
adaptation/personalization in learning, interaction, data acquisition and analysis as well as content
creation on the fly. This is a core component of the MaTHiSiS system which includes 3 crucial
subsystems which create an innovative smart learning ecosystem: i) the experience engine, a graphbased interactive storytelling engine, that manipulates interactive content that is later sent to a
device of tutor’s/learner’s choice; ii) the learning graph engine, responsible for adaptation of the
Learning Graph based on learner’s behaviour and interaction; iii) the Decision Support System (DSS)
providing directives for personalization and adaptionbased on the affective and performance
information retrieved from learning analytics, and controlling synchronous and asynchronous
interaction between devices. To ensure constant educational flow and augmented learner
engagement, the emotion recognition and context aware cognitive/behavioural status extraction
tools are introduced within the system addressed by the Sensorial Component (CS).
For the purpose of validating MaTHiSiS approaches in learning environment, a set of Smart Learning
Atoms (SLA) is going to be created for defined use cases. Such SLAs will adapt to each learner in a
different way based on her/his particular needs, profile, cognitive affective state, relevance to
specific learning requirements and previous performance. Further, an editor-like tool is introduced to
be able to transform educational material into MaTHiSiS Learning Materials usable by SLAs through
Learning Actions. The learning graphs then are going to be deployed to interact with the CLS as well
as some front-end tools for tutors and caregivers to enable creation, editing and authoring of the
learning contents and learning experiences.
Contract No.: 687772
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MaTHiSiS will support learning across a variety of learning contexts and, with the use of a variety of
devices (robots, interactive whiteboards, mobile devices and desktop/laptop computers), with
personalized and adaptable, time and location independent learning paths, being transferred
between the agents, always taking into consideration best knowledge and practices learnt from the
previous device.
By the end of the project, MaTHiSiS will introduce a marketable innovation, aimed at the re-usability
of educational and training content and fostering the interactivity between technology and
learners/tutors/caregivers.
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Executive Summary
The set of MaTHiSiS platform agents includes interactive whiteboard layers on which this deliverable
focuses. The first version of the interactive whiteboard layer was described in “D5.6 Description of
the interactive whiteboard layer” [6] and the relevant software code was delivered for its integration
in the MaTHiSiS platform and for its testing in the pilots.
This deliverable provides technical details about the implementation of (the revised architecture of)
the interactive whiteboard layer and about the Learning Materials operated on these devices. Its aim
is to serve as a common reference point among MaTHiSiS software development teams, MaTHiSiS
integration team and pilot partners during the assisted pilots phase.
This deliverable also presents additional native Learning Materials that were developed after D5.7
submission to support all MaTHiSiS use cases.
As a result of the learners’ interaction with IWB agents in the assisted pilots phase, modifications are
expected to be done in the next stage of the IWB developments (October 2017 to September 2018)
to improve user satisfaction. The next version of the deliverable “D5.9 Description of the interactive
whiteboard layer” will report these updates.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Document context
This document is the updated version of the specifications of the Interactive White Board layer
initially presented in D5.6 delivered in December 2016. This deliverable is produced under task 5.3
“Interactive Whiteboard Layer” and reports on the outcomes of the activities of this task with details
of the interactive whiteboard layer agent supporting the interactions of the learners with the
MaTHiSiS platform.
Task 5.3 Interactive Whiteboards Layer focuses on the creation of the applications for this Platform
Agent that manage the materialization of learning actions and gather information to determine the
affective and cognitive state of learners according to the MaTHiSiS concept.
Additionally, this task also includes the development of web based Learning Materials (LMs) that can
be played not only on the Interactive whiteboards (IWB) but also in PCs, laptops or even in mobile
devices.

1.2 Document structure
This document consists of the following chapters:
Chapter 2 describes the IWB layer technical and functional requirements derived from the set of
MaTHiSiS objectives, specially focusing in the additional requirements discovered by the user stories
and during the first pilots.
Chapter 3 includes details about the architecture of IWB.
Chapter 4 describes the IWB abilities and main functionalities.
Chapter 5 reports the additional learning materials created in the second year of the project,
provided as web based LMs that work in most of the other platform agents.
Chapter 6 presents the conclusions about the work conducted during 2017 in Task 5.3 and the
actions to be carried out in the following months.
Chapter 7 includes the references.
Annex 8.1 presents the list of the web based LMs developed in MaTHiSiS until September 2017.
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2. IWB layer requirements
2.1 Updated user stories
In order to comply with the requirements and expectation of the stakeholders and end user, a set of
user stories was defined by the whole consortium taking into account comments, feedback and
proposals from groups from different fields of knowledge such as technical and pedagogical partners,
learners physiologists, tutors or caregivers. Among the stories defined based on D2.2, these are the
ones which involve (directly or indirectly) the IWB layer:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As a teacher, I want to have a system that will run on desktop PC’s in order to cater for our
lack of access to tablets or IWBs.
As a teacher, I want to have a system that is compatible with Promethean Active Inspire for
IWB in order to be compatible with our existing technology.
As a learner, I want to have the system recognize my vocal input in order not to feel
exclusion due to my vocal capabilities such as pronunciation.
As a teacher, I want to be able to adapt the size of presented text in order to not exclude
those with limitation in vision or visual impairments.
As a teacher, I want to be able to adapt the font type of presented text in order to not
exclude those with limitation in vision or visual impairments.
As a teacher, I want to have a system that presents information using both the auditory and
visual channel in order to not exclude those who have either a visual or an auditory or motor
or verbal impairment or a combination of.
As a teacher, I want to have the ability to present other languages in order to include
students without the classes’ native language as a first language or to provide means for
teaching language.
As a teacher, I want to be able to customize the response time for vocal input in order to suit
the individual learners vocal ability and limitations in communication through speech.
As a teacher, I want to select between Greek and English languages in order to support
native as well as immigrant trainees.
As a teacher, I want to use my native language in order to comply with the teaching
language.
As a learner, I want to be able to use text or images to access content in order to understand
and interact with the materials.
As a learner, I want to be able to use the system based on visual information only in order to
overcome my hearing impairment.
As a learner, I want to use mainly tablets and PCs to provide training in order to be best
adapted to the SME where the pilot will be organized.
As a learner, I want to have audio and video of the system to be loud and clear in most
environments in order to use the system in most reasonable places.
As a learner, I want to use my native language in order to understand and interact with the
materials.
As a teacher, I want to have a system that can adapt the tasks using purely visual alternatives
for individual users in order to support and not exclude those with sensory disability.
As a learner, I want to interact with a PA able to encourage my engagement in order to
combat my self-esteem and socialization difficulties as I could refuse to or not be able to
communicate with PA.
As a learner, I want to have an easy to use system in order to avoid distraction and lose
motivation due to difficulties.
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2.2 Feedback from driver pilots
The driver pilots performed in MaTHiSiS reported five deliverables with feedback from educators and
learners that will be taken into account for the next phases.
The first MaTHiSiS system prototype was delivered to users for validation and testing. The results of
the trials are reported in five deliverables, namely D8.1 [9], D8.4 [10], D8.7 [11], D9.1 [12] and D9.4
[13]. The comments/results that relate to task 5.3 developments are primarily provided by teachers
and concern mainly the design of the learning materials that should be inclusive for most of the
learners. In any case, we list here the main comments which are now taken into account in the
revision of existing and design of new learning materials. The comments are:
•
•
•
•

The Learning Materials (LMs) will provide positive feedback, reinforcing the learners with
visual and sound rewards.
Offer several difficulty levels per LM and those have to be adapted to all cases of learners.
The learning materials should use icons or images where possible instead of using sentences
to make the LMs more suitable for learners with visual impairment. These pictures should be
large and clearly visible.
The LMs should provide to the learners several chances to complete the game.

These comments can be taken into account to create this requirements list:
•
•
•
•

All the graphics used in the LMs must be big, clear and with sharp outlines, so that they are
usable by learners with visual impairment.
Use a big and clear font for the texts.
Always provide feedback.
All reported mistakes in the LMs must be rectified as soon as possible.
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3. The architecture
3.1 Experiencing service
The experiencing service is divided in two big modules, the sensorial controller and the LM launcher.

Figure 1: The Experiencing Service Architecture

The updated and detailed documentation about the Experiencing service can be found in D5.2 [14].
In the case of the IWB, the client of the Experiencing service will run on a desktop computer
connected to the whiteboard. A web Learning Material launcher was implemented to receive the
command to start a Learning Material from the ES Server.
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4. IWB layer specific abilities
4.1 Description
Interactive whiteboards are like an interesting mix of other Platform Agents. Compared with other
devices, IWBs are as powerful as laptops, making the system go smooth. They have large screens that
provide better quality images of the learning materials that are played. Also, special needs students
can often manipulate the whiteboard with more ease than a traditional computer.

4.2 Main abilities implemented
Interactive whiteboards are one of the most versatile platform agents. They are more comfortable to
use, as they allow teachers to access to the MaTHiSiS front-end directly. Tutors and caregivers can
use the IWB to prepare the LMs that are going to be played or also access to any other functionality
of the platform. Furthermore, IWBs are capable to play any multimedia content as learning material
such as video, audio, PowerPoint presentations, web-based resources, etc.
The whiteboards have the following advantages over the desktops:
•
•

The IWB can play any web based LM available, providing the players a big surface to
interact with.
Touch screen: the learner inputs are simply and intuitively supported by the existing
touching screen.

Considering the advantages of the IWs, a lot of web based LMs have been developed in the context
of MaTHiSiS. They can be used entirely in touch screens without the help of keyboards or other
external elements. The list of the web based LM developed until this report has been written is
available in Annex 8.1.
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5. Learning Action materialization capabilities
5.1 Web-based learning materials
The learning materials supported by the Interactive whiteboards are the web based. All the LMs send
information to the MaTHiSiS cloud in xAPI format, which includes information about the interactions
of the learner with the materials.

5.2 Single user web based learning materials
Web based learning materials can be executed from any web browser and do not need a special
setup. When a LM starts, it connects with the platform and starts sending xAPI statements with
information about the key moments that the user is playing in real time.
Below an example of a LM developed in the reporting period can be found. The complete list of the
web based LMs is available in Annex 8.1. The LMs will be used not only by the IWB but also for every
compatible Platform Agent.
Figure 2 shows the “Sort by color” LM that has the following key moments:
•
•
•
•
•

LM initialised
Questionstarts
Question failed (negative feedback)
Question failed because time out (negative feedback)
Question passed (positive feedback)

Figure 2: LM Sort by color
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LM initialised: The teacher presses the “Start” button and the game starts according to the level that
was selected by the platform.
xAPI statement initialised
{
"actor":{
"type":"Learner",
"name":"583d6432f1d465346f69aee5",
"mbox":"learner@mathisis.eu"
},
"verb":{
"id":"http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/initialised",
"display":{
"en-US":"initialized"
}
},
"timestamp":"2017-09-15T06:41:59.955Z",
"object":{
"id":"https://stage.mathisisproject.eu/lm/LM%20Sort%20by%20color/level2/?type=Learner&name=583d6
432f1d465346f69aee5&mbox=learner@mathisis.eu&token=eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiL
CJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJ1aWQiOiJBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUEiLCJv
dGhlcl9hdXRoX3JvbGUiOiJBZG1pbmlzdHJhdG9yIiwiYXV0aF9kYXRhIjoiZGVtb0Bk
ZW1vLm5ldCIsImp0aSI6IjBjNjUyZWVhLWVhOGYtNDY5NC1iZTU0LWM4Y2QxODk0ZDdh
MyIsImlhdCI6MTQ4OTA2NDQ5MywiZXhwIjoxNDg5MDY4MDkzfQ.l0mI8YO5NV0XJrrOC2QMVeTlbV_PwE6Os7zLzTcdQ&session_id=58ff095bf1d46502ec8e39ef",
"definition":{
"name":{
"en-US":"lm"
}
},
"activity type":"interaction"
},
"context":{
"location":"location",
"learner_id":"583d6432f1d465346f69aee5",
"session_id":"58ff095bf1d46502ec8e39ef",
"key_moment":true
},
"result":{
"completion":false,
"success":false,
"time-needed":10,
"score":{
"scaled":0,
"min":0,
"max":1
}
}
}
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Question starts: The LM sends a new xAPI indicating that a new question has been launched.
xAPI statement question
{
"actor":{
"type":"Learner",
"name":"583d6432f1d465346f69aee5",
"mbox":"learner@mathisis.eu"
},
"verb":{
"id":"http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/question",
"display":{
"en-US":"question"
}
},
"timestamp":"2017-09-15T06:42:00.027Z",
"object":{
"id":"https://stage.mathisisproject.eu/lm/LM%20Sort%20by%20color/level2/?type=Learner&name=583d6
432f1d465346f69aee5&mbox=learner@mathisis.eu&token=eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiL
CJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJ1aWQiOiJBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUEiLCJv
dGhlcl9hdXRoX3JvbGUiOiJBZG1pbmlzdHJhdG9yIiwiYXV0aF9kYXRhIjoiZGVtb0Bk
ZW1vLm5ldCIsImp0aSI6IjBjNjUyZWVhLWVhOGYtNDY5NC1iZTU0LWM4Y2QxODk0ZDdh
MyIsImlhdCI6MTQ4OTA2NDQ5MywiZXhwIjoxNDg5MDY4MDkzfQ.l0mI8YO5NV0XJrrOC2QMVeTlbV_PwE6Os7zLzTcdQ&session_id=58ff095bf1d46502ec8e39ef",
"definition":{
"name":{
"en-US":"lm"
}
},
"activity type":"interaction"
},
"context":{
"location":"location",
"learner_id":"583d6432f1d465346f69aee5",
"session_id":"58ff095bf1d46502ec8e39ef",
"key_moment":true
},
"result":{
"completion":false,
"success":false,
"time-needed":10,
"score":{
"scaled":1,
"min":0,
"max":1
}
}
}

Question failed: in case that the learner chooses the wrong color, he can still keep playing, but a
“failed” xAPI is sent and the platform will note it.
xAPI statement failed
Contract No.: 687772
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{
"actor":{
"type":"Learner",
"name":"583d6432f1d465346f69aee5",
"mbox":"learner@mathisis.eu"
},
"verb":{
"id":"http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/failed",
"display":{
"en-US":"failed"
}
},
"timestamp":"2017-09-15T06:46:27.412Z",
"object":{
"id":"https://stage.mathisisproject.eu/lm/LM%20Sort%20by%20color/level2/?type=Learner&name=583d6
432f1d465346f69aee5&mbox=learner@mathisis.eu&token=eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiL
CJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJ1aWQiOiJBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUEiLCJv
dGhlcl9hdXRoX3JvbGUiOiJBZG1pbmlzdHJhdG9yIiwiYXV0aF9kYXRhIjoiZGVtb0Bk
ZW1vLm5ldCIsImp0aSI6IjBjNjUyZWVhLWVhOGYtNDY5NC1iZTU0LWM4Y2QxODk0ZDdh
MyIsImlhdCI6MTQ4OTA2NDQ5MywiZXhwIjoxNDg5MDY4MDkzfQ.l0mI8YO5NV0XJrrOC2QMVeTlbV_PwE6Os7zLzTcdQ&session_id=58ff095bf1d46502ec8e39ef",
"definition":{
"name":{
"en-US":"lm"
}
},
"activity type":"interaction"
},
"context":{
"location":"location",
"learner_id":"583d6432f1d465346f69aee5",
"session_id":"58ff095bf1d46502ec8e39ef",
"key_moment":true
},
"result":{
"completion":false,
"success":false,
"time-needed":10,
"score":{
"scaled":0,
"min":0,
"max":1
}
}
}

Question failed (time out): Every question has a time limit according to the difficulty level. If the
counter reaches 0 it will be “game over”, and a sad face is shown to the learner and an xAPI is sent to
the platform.
xAPI statement failed (time out)
{
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"actor":{
"type":"Learner",
"name":"583d6432f1d465346f69aee5",
"mbox":"learner@mathisis.eu"
},
"verb":{
"id":"http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/abandoned",
"display":{
"en-US":"abandoned"
}
},
"timestamp":"2017-09-15T07:05:09.151Z",
"object":{
"id":"https://stage.mathisisproject.eu/lm/LM%20Sort%20by%20color/level3/?type=Learner&name=583d6
432f1d465346f69aee5&mbox=learner@mathisis.eu&token=eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiL
CJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJ1aWQiOiJBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUEiLCJv
dGhlcl9hdXRoX3JvbGUiOiJBZG1pbmlzdHJhdG9yIiwiYXV0aF9kYXRhIjoiZGVtb0Bk
ZW1vLm5ldCIsImp0aSI6IjBjNjUyZWVhLWVhOGYtNDY5NC1iZTU0LWM4Y2QxODk0ZDdh
MyIsImlhdCI6MTQ4OTA2NDQ5MywiZXhwIjoxNDg5MDY4MDkzfQ.l0mI8YO5NV0XJrrOC2QMVeTlbV_PwE6Os7zLzTcdQ&session_id=58ff095bf1d46502ec8e39ef",
"definition":{
"name":{
"en-US":"lm"
}
},
"activity type":"interaction"
},
"context":{
"location":"location",
"learner_id":"583d6432f1d465346f69aee5",
"session_id":"58ff095bf1d46502ec8e39ef",
"key_moment":true
},
"result":{
"completion":false,
"success":false,
"time-needed":10,
"score":{
"scaled":0,
"min":0,
"max":1
}
}
}

Question passed: If the learner is able to sort all the colors in the available time, the platform will
show positive feedback to the learner and send a “passed” xAPI to the platform that includes the
score of the learner for this game.
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xAPI statement passed
{
"actor":{
"type":"Learner",
"name":"583d6432f1d465346f69aee5",
"mbox":"learner@mathisis.eu"
},
"verb":{
"id":"http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/passed",
"display":{
"en-US":"passed"
}
},
"timestamp":"2017-09-15T06:48:10.441Z",
"object":{
"id":"https://stage.mathisisproject.eu/lm/LM%20Sort%20by%20color/level2/?type=Learner&name=583d6
432f1d465346f69aee5&mbox=learner@mathisis.eu&token=eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiL
CJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJ1aWQiOiJBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUEiLCJv
dGhlcl9hdXRoX3JvbGUiOiJBZG1pbmlzdHJhdG9yIiwiYXV0aF9kYXRhIjoiZGVtb0Bk
ZW1vLm5ldCIsImp0aSI6IjBjNjUyZWVhLWVhOGYtNDY5NC1iZTU0LWM4Y2QxODk0ZDdh
MyIsImlhdCI6MTQ4OTA2NDQ5MywiZXhwIjoxNDg5MDY4MDkzfQ.l0mI8YO5NV0XJrrOC2QMVeTlbV_PwE6Os7zLzTcdQ&session_id=58ff095bf1d46502ec8e39ef",
"definition":{
"name":{
"en-US":"lm"
}
},
"activity type":"interaction"
},
"context":{
"location":"location",
"learner_id":"583d6432f1d465346f69aee5",
"session_id":"58ff095bf1d46502ec8e39ef",
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"key_moment":true
},
"result":{
"completion":false,
"success":false,
"time-needed":10,
"score":{
"scaled":0.8,
"min":0,
"max":1
}
}
}
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6. Conclusion
This deliverable describes how the components of the MaTHiSiS IWB platform agent are
implemented according to the objectives of the project and the set of requirements extracted from
D2.2. The document also presents the types and indicative instances of the learning materials
supported by IWB, including information and screenshots about the LM implementations.
Furthermore, it also describes the technologies used for development (xAPI), and includes detailed
information about the web based LMs developed in the reporting period that will be used not only
with the Interactive Whiteboards but also with the rest of Platform Agents that are compatible.
During the pilot trials, feedback from the end users (teachers and learners) will be collected and this
will be dispatched back to the technical team. Based on the feedback that we will collect, we will
decide potential improvements towards improved user satisfaction. As such the next steps include:
•
•

Improvements in currently available deployments.
The improvement/development of additional learning materials following the tutors’/
teachers’ requests.

All these steps will be reported in the next version of the deliverable “D5.9 Description of the
interactive whiteboards layer” that will be available in September 2018.
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8. Annexes
8.1 Learning Materials list
Learning Action

Materialization

LM Name

Find synonyms

The PA says one word and shows three words, LM Synonyms
only one of them has the same meaning than
the first word.
The learner has to find out the word that has
the same meaning.
The PA will tell the learner if the word is
correct/wrong.

Figure 3: LM Synonyms

Find antonyms

The PA says one word. The PA shows three LM Antonyms
words, only one of them is opposite to the first
word.
The learner has to find out the word that
expresses a meaning opposed to the meaning
of the first word.
The PA will tell the learner if the word is
correct/wrong.
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Figure 4: LM Antonyms

Connect words about one Create screens with different topics (home, LM Put it in the
semantic field.
school, park, swimming pool, hospital). Then correct place
the learner has to add elements (things,
people, decoration…).

Figure 5: LM Put it in the correct place

Identify the highest / lowest The system displays two different numbers and LM which one is
number
between
two asks the pupil to indicate which is the the
highest
numbers.
highest/lowest (alternating or randomly).The number
learner has to select the right number.
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Figure 6: LM which one is the biggest number

Identify
emotional
expressions

facial System displays pictures of people/cartoons LM Guess
expressing different emotions to the learner. emotion
Under each picture, the name of the emotion is
shown. It then shuffles the pictures and
randomly shows one. The learner has to select
the right emotion.

the

Figure 7: LM Guess the emotion

Associate a number with a Display a number of dots.
LM How many
quantity
dots
Give feedback and prompting (if no response,
ask, “Are there [random number]?”, if no
response twice, change number, if response is
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hesitant, offer 3 alternatives)

Figure 8: LM How many dots

Put
numbers
in
order Numbers in a random order are shown in the
LM
Ordering
(ascending/descending)
screen. The learner has to order these numbers random numbers
correctly.

Figure 9: LM Ordering random numbers

Left/right identification
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commands or tapping arrow on screen. Maze
can become more complex.
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Figure 10: LM Maze

Locate an image to select

Teacher asks the student to ""open your Wiki"" LM Locate the
The learner should locate the RIX Wiki logo on image
the dock of the tablet/on the whiteboard
Reward - teacher facilitates login to RIX Wiki to
view favourite video.

Figure 11: LM Locate the image

Identify
left
(own/object)
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right This would be left and right from learner's LM Left and right
point of view. The screen shows series of two
identical objects and asks the learner to select
the one that is on the right or on the left.
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Figure 12: LM Left and right

Sort objects into right order

One object appears on the top of the screen LM Sort by color
and the learner must drag it into one of two or
three baskets shown at the bottom of the
screen according to colour or shape.

Figure 13: LM Sort by color

Sort pictures into logical order Learner orders the pictures that are in the top LM Sequences
e.g. child waking up, dressing, of the screen.
eating
breakfast,
leaving
house.
Identify
incorrect
sequences
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Figure 14: LM Sequences

Play Fish or pairs game

Learner has to select the two cards showing LM Pairs
the same picture from a display of 10 or more.
To make it more challenging, cards are shown
face down and have to be turned over.
Alternatively, match word cards with pictures.

Figure 15: LM Pairs

Reproduce a sequence of
pictures / sounds

Display a number of images on the screen. LM Simon
Highlight two in the sequence. Increase
number of items highlighted by one each
repetition.
Give feedback and prompting (repeat if
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response is wrong, or no response)

Figure 16: LM Simon

Hearing a sound for a time.

The PA will present different sounds about LM Guess the
emotional states during some time.
emotion sound

Figure 17: LM Guess the emotion sound

Predict the sentence
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The tutor asks the children to read a sentence LM Complete the
and complete it
sentence
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Figure 18: LM Complete the sentence

Visualise the content

The tutor asks the children to read a word or LM Guess
text and to represent it matching pictures or picture
drawing

the

Figure 19: LM Guess the picture

Combine picture and word
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The tutor shows the picture of different objects LM Syllables
and groups of syllabs composing the names of
the objects and asks the pupil to write the
name of the objects
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Figure 20: LM Syllables

LM
YouTube
Video Tracker
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